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Founder Inspiration

Friends,

At the outset, I would like to congratulate the organizers of 
'Summit 2023' for their sustained & committed efforts in 
organizing this event each year for 16 long years!

My dear friends, you all are perhaps aware that the MAEER's MIT 
Group of Institutions, Pune was established in 1983, reposing full 
faith on Swami Vivekananda's prophetic words that, "Union of 
Science & Spirituality alone will bring Peace & Harmony to 
Mankind." But friends, Swamiji had also once said that, "It is better 
to run behind football on the ground than just sit in a temple & 
read Gita."

It is the optimum blend of pursuing academics, sports & imbibing 
values that one can become "Physically Fit, Mentally Alert, 
Intellectually Sharp & Spiritually Elevated."

The organization of Summit works towards the same. I hope & feel confident that the contestants will give off 
their best to excel in every sport that they have participated in. Wish you all the best!

Thank You.

Founder & Chief Patron,
MAEER's MIT Group of Institutions

President,
MIT World Peace University, Pune, Bharat

Revered Prof. Dr. Vishwanath D. 
Karad

Sports For Peace



Visionary Leadership

Mr. Rahul V. Karad
Managing Trustee & Executive President, 

MAEER's MIT Group of Institutions
Executive President,

MIT World Peace University, Pune, Bharat
Chief Initiator, MIT SOG, Pune, Bharat

My Dear Friends,

I congratulate and commend all of you for having got involved for a 
cause as good as sports. Sports build character. In MIT WPU, a great 
deal of emphasis has been laid on sports. There is a separate Physical 
Education & Sports Department in the University which actively 
engages the students in various sports activities and chalks out 
relevant policies to ensure maximum potential and talent is captured at 
an early age. This is also in keeping with the Central Government’s 
Khelo India: National Programme for Development of Sports. India, of 
late, has been surging ahead in many sports disciplines as there has 
been a wide awakening among our youth about benefits of engaging in 
sports. Taking up any sport is one of the best activities you can 
undertake. It not only builds your body and strengthens the mind; it 
also builds character which has always been essential but assumes 
greater importance in today’s world when the world has witnessed a 
sharp decline in moral character across all societies.

I am convinced that sports can play a huge and significant part in 
grooming and preparing our youth for bigger roles in life, or even 
preparing them for life. Life has many shades, and those who have a 

strong character, always emerge winners. I exhort all our young boys and girls to take up sports in a big way and 
set up their goals. Today, India is doing extremely well in sports. The awards and laurels our men and women have 
earned in the international sports arena are indeed very impressive. However, we have much more untapped 
potential waiting to be uncovered. India is a vast and diverse country and people of different states have varied 
potential and skills for different games. All it needs is determination and focus. I do bemoan the lack of sports 
infrastructure in our country. It is not that we cannot afford it financially, it is just lack of interest and giving sports 
lower priority than it deserves. I think it is more to do with the culture a country has. Our country of such large 
population has so much potential that we can even sweep the Olympic Games if we are determined. I urge all to 
pay special attention to sports and encourage our young children to take up some sports to train and excel therein. 
I would like to welcome and greet everyone to yet another edition of Sport Summit. I congratulate the participating 
students, the coaches, the awardees, and the people who are behind organizing this event so successfully year 
after year. The kind of sports icons and players who have been personally here down the years to participate or to 
inspire our youth, speaks of the scale and importance of this annual event.

One of my strongest convictions is that sports and education are intricately linked to the world peace. Speaking in 
the most basic terms, a person who has a strong character, who has played sports, whose face is marred by dust 
and sweat and blood, who strives valiantly, who errs and comes short again and again, who knows the great 
enthusiasms, the great devotions, and spends himself in a worthy cause, has been through it all, is a person 
favourable to the cause of peace. He would best know the downside of conflicts and the upside of peaceful 
coexistence. Similarly, the one who is well educated knows what will herald the happiness and bliss for the world. 
These are the kind of people who contribute directly to the world peace in big measure. So, let us all play sports in 
a fair manner, and read text and other positive books. ‘Sports, Education, and Peace’ should be our slogan. Let us 
all build for our future generations a world which is truly blessed with peace. 

Jai Bharat!



Shri Girish Mahajan
Minister For Sports & Youth Welfare,
Government of Maharashtra.



Mr. Ganesh Pokale

Registrar, MIT-WPU

Mr. Yogesh Natoo
Co-convenor,

Summit ‘23

Mr. Mandar Tamhane

Former Manager, 
Indian National Football Team 
CEO JSW Bengaluru FC Pvt. Ltd.

Co-convenor  Summit ‘23

Mr. Pravin V. Patil

Senior Director, 
International Affairs, MIT-WPU

Convenor Summit ‘23
Prof. Dr. Milind Pande

Pro VC,
MIT-WPU

Pro VC,
MIT-WPU

Prof. Dr. Tapan Panda

Prof. Dr. R. M. Chitnis

Vice Chancellor, MIT-WPU

Advisory Board



The Organising Team

Kushagra Suryawanshi

Sanved Kulkarni Sarang Satokar Ravneet Kaur

Shruti Deshmukh Aryan Yadav Aniket Bhasin Dia Kaul

Parth Zile Rujul Khatavkar

Aryan Mahadik

Minautee

Dr. P. G. Dhanave
Director, Sports and Phy. Edu., 

MIT-WPU

Mr. Ravi Sahu
Program Head, Sports Management, 

MIT-WPU

Mr. Nilesh Satpute

Sports Coach, MIT-WPU

Mr. Rohit Bagawade

Sports Coach, MIT-WPU

Mr. Vilas Kathure

Sports Coordinator, MIT-WPU



MIT World Peace University
The establishment of Dr. Vishwanath Karad MIT World Peace University, Pune, Bharat was the outcome of 
an enduring quest for providing quality education to aspirants of higher professional education by 
visionary educationist Revered Prof. Dr. Vishwanath D. Karad. Having established Maharashtra Institute of 
Technology (MIT) in 1983 and carving out a niche in a highly competitive field of engineering. MIT  
diversified  in  other  academic  disciplines over a period of time. It is a matter of great pride that the MIT 
group is rapidly growing into 4 universities and 72 institutions with more than 8,000  teaching  and  
non-teaching personnel catering to the educational needs of  more  than  65,000  students  in universities 
across Maharashtra.

Journey So Far
Reading books might help you gain knowledge and prevail through life but sports cause us to comprehend 
the significance of principles to be continued throughout everyday life. Sports shows us perseverance, 
constancy, and commitment and furthermore causes us to comprehend that we will have high points and 
low points, yet we really want to continue to run directly through them. In 2004, Maharashtra Institute of 
Technology, Pune coordinated an yearly games meet SUMMIT for all Engineering colleges across Pune. 
The event received a great response with a footfall of over 1700 students competing in a total of fifteen 
events. From that point forward, Summit has been advancing and flourishing and has become one of the 
greatest National-Level Engineering Sports meets.

Stats

5000+Players

Colleges300+

Days05

Sports 11

Prizes Worth

15 LAKHS



Summit became a national level sports meet crossing 
3000 participants.

2009

MIT Pune initiated an yearly sports summit for the first 
time, crossing over 1700 participants

2004

V.V.S. Laxman inaugurated Summit 2015, number of 
students increased to over 5200.

2015

Summit crossed a participation of over 3800 
students.

2012

Summit was declared as a state level sports 
meet.

2007

Over 300+ colleges participated. Shital 
Mahajan, Indian skydiver inaugurated the 

Summit 2019.

2019

Taking our legacy ahead, this year summit opens 
its door for both private universities and 
Engineering colleges. We are now affiliated with 

district and state level sports associations.

2023

First summit after COVID-19 lockdown, despite 1700 
students participated.

2021

Summit Timeline



Response to MIT-WPU Summit ‘21
Summit 2021 was organized from 17th December to 21st December 2021 and featured 16 sports 
disciplines. Despite the COVID-19 Pandemic, MIT-WPU Summit ‘21 saw participation of 167 teams from 
44 colleges from diverse parts of the nation like Chennai, Hyderabad, Srinagar. The event witnessed the 
participation of over 1700 students. Ms. Punam Raut was the chief guest at the inauguration ceremony. 
Apart from this, the main attractions of the event were Football, Basketball, Volleyball and Kabaddi which 
were played under floodlights & Cricket, which started 10 days prior to the actual event.

Our Founder President Revered Prof. Dr. Vishwanath D. Karad and Executive President Hon'ble Shri 
Rahul V. Karad presided over the ceremony. The distinguished guests for the closing ceremony included 
Chief Guest Shri Chandrakant Borde (ex-Indian Cricket Captain) and Guest of Honor Shri Rohit Patel 
(Hind Kesari).

Ever since its inception, Summit has been a National Level Inter-Engineering Sports Meet organized by Dr. 
Vishwanath Karad MIT World Peace University and has successfully completed 15 grandeur editions. In its 
16th edition, Summit plans to make changes based on the vision of Executive President Hon'ble Shri. 
Rahul V. Karad. This year's Summit will be open to all private universities along with engineering colleges.

We aim to make the Summit a nation-wide sports competition for private universities.

Our Vision

Sathyabama University,
Chennai
SSN University,
Chennai

NIT,
Kurukshetra

Gitam University

ISL College of Engineering,
Telangana

Lokmanya Tilak 
C.O.E.,Mumbai

VSM Institute of 
Technology, Karnataka

BITS Pilani,
Goa

D.J. Sanghvi,
Mumbai

Sanjivani,
Kopargaon

Raipur Institute of Technology, 
Chattisgarh

lOT, Zakura,
Kashmir

Aravali CoE,
Haryana

Parul University, 
Gujarat

IPS Gwalior, 
Madhya Pradesh

St.Mary’s Group of institutions, 
Andhra Pradesh

Govt. College of Engineering,
Kannur

Dehradun Institute of technology,
Uttarakhand

Notable Colleges That Participated in Summit



On the occasion of our Founder President Revered Prof. Dr. Vishwanath D. Karad's 75th 
birthday, we took an initiative to acknowledge sporting figures who have made significant 
contributions to their respective sports. Thus, nine such individuals were given the 
MIT-WPU Krida Maharshi Puraskar and MIT-WPU Krida Acharya Puraskar awards for the 
first time in 2015, and the tradition continues till date.

Summit '21 commenced with an Inaugural Ceremony at MIT-WPU on 18th December, 21 
in the presence of Ms. Punam Raut, Indian women's Cricket team. She has been the world 
record holder for opening partnership of 320 runs. Punam has scored 4 centuries and 19 
half-centuries to date.

Chief Guest at Inauguration Summit ‘21

KRIDA PURASKAR

MIT-WPU Krida Maharshi Puraskar 2021

MIT-WPU Krida Acharya Puraskar 2021

(Shiv Chhatrapati Awardee)

(International Cricket Coach)



Badminton

Lawn Tennis Cricket

KabaddiChess

Table Tennis Volleyball

Football

Swimming

E Sports

Basketball

Sports in Summit ‘23



In addition to the eye-catching trophies and medals, the winner and runner-up teams will 
receive cash awards worth 

Each event's top athletes will receive one of 30 unique prizes. The overall champion will 
receive a grand trophy: General championship.

Prizes

RS. 15 LAKHS

Cash prizes for Swimming will range from Rs. 500 - 2000 depending on the event and 
category.

30,000/-
30,000/-
18,000/-
20,000/-
18,000/-
20,000/-
15,000/-
10,000/-
8,000/-

10,000/-
8,000/-
8,000/-
8,000/-
8,000/-

20,000/-
8,000/-

18,000/-
18,000/-
10,000/-
12,000/-
10,000/-
12,000/-
9,000/-
6,000/-
5,000/-
6,000/-
5,000/-
5,000/-
5,000/-
5,000/-

12,000/-
5,000/-

Cricket (M)
Football (M)
Football (W)
Basketball (M)
Basketball (W)
Volleyball (M)
Volleyball (W)
Badminton (M)
Badminton (W)
Table Tennis (M)
Table Tennis (W)
Lawn Tennis (M)
Lawn Tennis (W)
Chess (Team)
Kabaddi (M)
E-Sports (per event)

Runner UpsWinner
Cash PrizesEvent

MIT-WPU Summit ‘23 General Championship
The following rules will be considered for the general champion. Winners, runners-up, and semi-finalists in 
the MIT-WPU Summit 23 will receive points in accordance.
The winning college or university will get a grand rolling championship trophy and prize money of
Rs. 51,000 based on the highest number of points earned throughout all competitions.

(Ten points will be awarded to every college/university present for the march past during the Inaugural 
Ceremony) 



MIT-WPU Summit 2023 Awards
30 Individual Trophies

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Man of the Tournament 

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Batsman

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Bowler

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Man of the Match (Final)

Cricket (M)

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Player 

Chess

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Player 

Valorant

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Player 

Badminton (M/W)

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Player 

Lawn Tennis (M/W)

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Player 

Table Tennis (M/W)

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Player 

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Goalkeeper 

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Golden Boot

Football (M/W)

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Player 

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Smasher 

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Setter

Volleyball (M/W)

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Player 

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Highest Scorer

Basketball (M/W)
MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Raider 

MIT-WPU Summit '23 Best Defender

Kabaddi (M)

All the prizes will be decided by a panel of judges appointed for that particular event.

General Championship, Summit ‘21



All teams should report 30 minutes before the scheduled time at the respective venues for 
the fixtures. The team will be forced to forfeit their matches if they reach the respective 
venue 15 minutes after their scheduled match.

Misconduct on and off the field at any point during the event will result in disqualification 
from the tournament. 

Matches will be delayed if necessary due to unforeseen circumstances. 

For the Inauguration Ceremony, sports uniform & Flags of respective colleges/universities 
are necessary and it is compulsory for all the participants to participate in the March Past. 

Every participant must present the previous year's mark sheet when demanded by the 
respective event head and on the registration desk.

The teams will be required to submit a Unique ID (ERP) of their respective college/university 
for each player in print or digital format prior to the onset of the event. 

Any participant with the backlog in any final year paper will not be allowed to participate.

Minimum Six teams from Six different colleges/universities are required for the conduction 
of an event. 

All matches will be played according to the Federation rules of respected games.

In case of a protest, submit Rs. 3000/- as a protest fee and a protest application before or 
within half hour after the match ends.

Important Rules



Age limit is 27 for engineering colleges and private universities.

Registration for an event from your engineering college/ private university must be done at 
one time. For an event, only one team from each engineering college/private university can 
register. Multiple entries from one engineering college/private university will not be 
accepted. 

Once the team list is submitted at the time of registration, no changes will be allowed. 

The decision of the referees/umpires will be final and in any case of dispute, the captain 
should contact the event in-charge or the organizers.

Any changes in the schedule or timing of the match will be at the discretion of the organizers. 

We will provide First Aid Kits and Ambulance. Our university and event will not be 
responsible for any injuries or mishaps during the event. 

The organizing committee reserves the right to make any changes. 

One player can play a maximum of 2 sports, irrespective of the category they are playing in. 
In case of a clash in match timings, it is the player’s responsibility to inform the event heads 
or organizers as soon as possible.

Entries from any individual player or a team will not be considered, the teams/ players should 
be enrolled in the same college/ university.



Maximum 12 players are allowed to 
participate.  

In the case of three sets, the third set will be 
of 15 points.

Volleyball

Maximum 12 players are allowed to 
participate.  

In case of a tie, 5 minutes of extra time will be 
allotted.

Basketball

Maximum 18 players.

In case of a draw, a penalty shootout will 
decide the winner.

Football

The maximum number of players will be 16.

Each team will have to pay for balls, which will 
be provided by MIT-WPU. 

Innings will be 20 overs. 

Whites are compulsory.

If it rains then the decision will be taken on 
‘bowl out’. 

In case of a tie, the winner will be decided on 
the wickets Fallen. If further there is a tie, then 
the winner is decided on a ‘bowl out’. 

In case any team loses in the First Round due 
to ‘bowl out’ caused by rains then 50% of their 
registration fees will be refunded to the 
respective team.

Cricket

Rules & Regulations

Players for men - min. 3, max. 5.

Players for women - min. 3, max. 4.

There will be 3 singles in both categories, 
which will be followed by 2 reverse singles if 
required 

Table Tennis

Players for men - min. 4, max. 7.

Players for women- min. 2, max. 4.

There will be three singles and two doubles in 
the men's category. 

There will be two singles and one double in 
the women's category where 1 player can play 
only one single.

There can be a maximum of 3 common players 
in the men’s category where 1 player can play 
only 1 double and one single.

Each team will have to pay for shuttles, which 
will be provided by MIT-WPU. 

Badminton



Maximum 2 players are allowed for each 
category from each college. 

One player can participate in any two 
individual events. 

The event will be conducted only if the 
number of participants is at least 4 from 3 
different colleges.

Swimming

Players - min. 10, max. 12. 

Teams should ensure a uniform jersey for all 
players. 

Matches will be played according to Kabaddi 
Federation of India rules and regulations. 

Players, up to 85kg weight are allowed to 
participate.

Kabaddi

Players - min. 5, max. 6.

Chess board and chess clock is to be brought 
by players. 

There are no gender restrictions for the team.

All standard FIDE rules will be reffered.

Chess
Players for men - min. 2, max. 4.

Players for women - min. 2, max. 4.

Two singles and one double match will be 
played.

Each team will have to pay for balls, which will 
be provided by MIT-WPU.

Lawn Tennis



PUBG New State

Ringing is strictly prohibited. Direct Disqualification. 

Each Team's Roster must consist of 6 players.

Every team should be in their own provided slots 15 mins prior to the game.

At least 3 players are required to play the particular match.

Every player has to record their POV and instantly send it to admins whenever asked to do so.

Every IGL should upload the screenshot of the results page on discord showing position and number of 
kills with team name and match number after the elimination of their team. 
If failed then points of that match will not be recorded. 

Failure in providing POV will lead to Disqualification.

Only registered players can play from their particular team and each player will play only from their own 
registered account.

Any type of illegal activities or hacking by any player will lead to the disqualification. 

Every player should have downloaded all the given maps.

Any type of absurd behavior with admins will lead to the disqualification. 

Always show integrity while playing in the tournament any kind of inappropriate behavior will lead to 
Disqualification.

Teaming up is prohibited and will also lead to strict action.

A team of minimum 5 and maximum 7 players can be registered for each game. 

There are no gender restrictions for the team. 

All participants must have Discord installed on their devices and ensure that camera and microphone are 
working. 

Devices will NOT be provided and participants will be responsible for it. 

All other MIT-WPU SUMMIT general rules are applicable.

The event will be held offline.

Rulebooks with detailed guidelines will be provided to participating teams. 

Multiple entries for E-Sport from each college/Private University are allowed and it is advised for the 
participating colleges/Private Universities to make separate teams for each E-Sport as matches may 
overlap. No players are allowed to be registered in more than 1 team.

The E-Sports committee bears all the rights and can take necessary steps for investigation if required. 
Non-compliance may result in disqualification of the team. 

Format and dates of the events are subject to number of participants and will be conveyed prior to the 
event. 

Common Rules

E-Sports



Valorant

Each team’s roster must consist of at least 5 players.

All players are allowed to have only one (1) account per person. All information registered on your 
account needs to be up-to-date and to have the correct information. 

All the players have to be in the lobby before the time limit goes down (10 minutes). If there are players 
missing after this time limit the team will be given extra 5 mins to call a substitute player.

The team which has less than 5 players after the time limit will be disqualified from the tournament. If 
both teams are missing players, then both are disqualified. 

After map selection team captains have to write that their team is ready in the lobby chat. The game 
should not start before that.

Each team has the right to pause a game once during a match for no longer than 2 minutes during the 
preparation phase of any round. If you do pause a game, inform the opposite team about your pause and 
the reason for it should be given to the respective committee members.

If a player disconnects during the game, the game has to continue and will not be remade. 

Show respect to everyone involved in the tournament. This includes, but is not limited to all players and 
the staff. 

All players must have "Competitive mode” unlocked on their accounts.

Do not spam, be it in text or VoIP. 

All communication with the players and teams is handled on the discord (like you can talk in game or else 
can tell the organizer to create a new VC for the team).

All matches will be played on official game servers. 

All official Valorant rules are applicable.

If a player receives a game ban from Riot Games during the tournament, the entire team will be 
disqualified.

Summit COVID-19 Guidelines

Summit COVID-19 Guidelines:
Contact - Aryan Mahadik +91 76663 40905

All team members should be fully vaccinated and have a certificate which should be 
uploaded during registration.

Current COVID-19 Guidelines of Maharashtra Government will be followed:
http://arogya.maharashtra.gov.in/1175/Novel--Corona-Virus

All team members should be medically fit and have no symptoms of cough, cold, or fever.

Everyone must have their masks on at all times and should sanitize thier hands regularly.

All team members should always maintain social distancing.

The team members should not have had a history of COVID-19 in the past 21 days.

Participants won’t be allowed to leave the accommodation venue without prior approval.

If any participant feels ill, they should inform the organizing committee immediately.

Scan for Govt. 
Guidelines



Individual Contact

Cricket (M) Anand Rituraj 9649077614
Football (M) Niranjan Dhawale 7028767599
Football (W) Rutumbara Chakor 9929032589

Basketball (M) Asaad Khan 7028555654
Basketball (W) Sanika Shinkar 9518758619
Volleyball (M) Aryan Sinha 9307825572
Volleyball (W) Nupur Patil 8806517919
Badminton (M) Samarth Bargale 9370389070
Badminton (W) Tanvi Devasthali 7798859736
Table Tennis (M) Chinmay Shah 9870775672
Table Tennis (W) Shruti Deshmukh 9922277222

Lawn Tennis (M/W) Rohan Deshmukh 9322748335
Chess Krunal Shirodkar 7304818673

Swimming (M/W) Shreekumar Kamalapurkar 9373423215
Kabaddi (M) Prathamesh Warkhade 9850708987

E-Sports Aaditya Singh 7860235786

Event Name Contact No.Event Head

Organizing Team

Dr. P. G. Dhanave
Shruti Deshmukh 
Aryan Yadav
Aniket Bhasin
Dia Kaul
Kushagra Suryawanshi

+91 99222 77222
+91 81493 26009
+91 75064 36863
+91 87450 41255
+91 70284 84241

Email ID: summit@mitwpu.edu.inWebsite: summit.mitwpu.edu.in



Note: Entries will be restricted to the first 40 teams only, per event, so please send your entries as 
soon as possible.

Last date of entry for the remaining events: 10th February 2023

Last date of entry for Cricket: 31st January 2023

Registration In-charge: Sanved Kulkarni,  Contact: +918806418866

Original Team List, downloaded from the website during Registration, with College/university 
Stamp and Signature of Director/ Sports staff in-charge/ Principal.

Compiled scanned copies of the current year I-Cards and Bonafide certificates with player's 
photo and college/university seal (half on the photo, half on certificate) (in .pdf format)

The teams will be required to submit a Unique ID (ERP) of their respective college/university 
for each player in print or digital format prior to the onset of the event. 

Original Undertaking, signed by your Sports In-charge / Principal.

Original govt. issued Photo ID for verification. (Digital/Xerox not allowed)

The registration fee has to be paid on the website summit.mitwpu.edu.in

The following documents must be submitted during Online Registration:

The following documents must be submitted during On Ground Verification:

Registration Process

Registration Fees

Cricket
Football
Basketball
Volleyball
Badminton
Table Tennis
Lawn Tennis
Chess
Kabaddi
Swimming
E-Sports 600/- per team, per event

8000/-
4500/-
3000/-
2200/-
2000/-
2000/-
2000/-

1500/- per team
1500/-

300/- per head, per event

-
3500/-
2000/-
2000/-
1800/-
1500/-
1500/-

-
300/- per head, per event

Men Women

Registration FeesEvent

Scan QR Code



Report to the Registration Help Desk (Saraswati Building, MIT-WPU Campus) where you will be informed 
about your accommodation details.

MIT-WPU will provide you with mattresses and quilts.

If you have not registered beforehand then MIT-WPU will not be responsible for your accommodation.

Registration for accommodation on the website only shows your interest and does not confirm your 
accommodation from our side.

Per head expenditure for Accommodation, Food (breakfast, lunch, and dinner) & Transport will be
Rs. 1000/- per person per day. On the day of inauguration i.e., 20th February 2023, only Dinner will be 
provided. 

The teams coming on 20th February 2023 (first day) should report at MIT-WPU Campus between 10 
am to 2 pm and should be present on the lawn at 3:30 pm for the march past at the Inaugural 
ceremony.

Apart from this, you can make arrangements of your own at your convenience.

Teams are requested to vacate the rooms allotted to them within 24 hours after their last match.

Teams are requested to bring their own locks for the safety of their belongings.

MIT-WPU will not be responsible for any loss.

On your arrival in Pune:

Accommodation charges are to be paid on your arrival at MIT-WPU Campus. 

Also, you need to pay a fee of Rs. 5,000/- in cash as a deposit, which will be returned after the event. 
This deposit has to be paid at the time of registration itself. Accommodation will not be entertained 
later on.

Extra accommodation and boarding facilities will be charged as applicable.

At the time of registration:

Accomodation Details

Note: - Accommodation is limited and subject to availability only.

In case of misbehavior of any kind, MIT-WPU reserves rights to take any punitive 
action, even to the extent of confiscating the security deposit and registration fee, 
canceling the participation of the concerned college, escorting them off the campus, 
and sending a report of the misconduct to the head of the concerned institution. 

Email ID: summit@mitwpu.edu.inWebsite: summit.mitwpu.edu.in

Contact: +917420041405

Accommodation In-charge: Parth Zile



Rehan Poncha (Swimmer) lighting the torch with Dr.Vishwanath Karad and
Rahul Karad, Summit ‘17

Irfan Pathan (Cricketer) being felicitated by Dr.Vishwanath Karad,
Summit ‘14

Dilip Vengsarkar (Cricketer) and Kalpana Patil lighting the torch with 
Dr.Vishwanath Karad and Rahul Karad, Summit ‘10

Vijendra Singh (Boxer) being felicitated by Dr.Vishwanath Karad,
Summit ‘08

Sandeep Singh (Sports Minister of Haryana) lighting the torch with 
Dr.Vishwanath Karad, Summit ‘18Mary Kom (Boxer) congratulating players, Summit ‘06

Yogeshwar Dutt (Wrestler) being felicitated by Dr.Vishwanath Karad ,
Summit ‘12

Cheteshwar Pujara (Cricketer) being felicitated by Dr.Vishwanath Karad , 
Summit ‘13

Previous Guests



Revered Prof. Dr. Vishwanath D. Karad, Founder & President, MIT-WPU Shri Rahul V. Karad, Executive President, MIT-WPU

Shri Rahul V. Karad with SUMMIT ‘21 Organizing Team

Chief Guest Smt. Shital Mahajan at SUMMIT 2019

Trophies of SUMMIT Valedictory Ceremony

Honorable Shri Sunil Kedar, Sports and Youth Welfare Minister, Govt. of 
Maharashtra with SUMMIT ‘21 Organizing Team

Revered Prof. Dr. Vishwanath D. Karad with Chief Guest Nitin Madane and 
Tushar Gaikwad
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